CLEAR CREEK CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
FAMILY TESTIMONIALS
“I chose to send my son to CCCS for its challenging academics, nurturing environment, and the
spiritual formation I wanted for my children. Since the first day at CCCS my son has felt valued,
challenged, and secure and I am a welcome partner in his education. This was definitely the best
decision for our family!”
Shari Miller, mother
“We worried that going to a smaller organization may limit our child but learned quickly that has not
been the case. Our child’s curriculum and progress appears to be somewhat more advanced
compared to other children.
Dave Stagnolia, father
“Every Chapel, hearing all the students stand and recite the memory verses for the week, I am
reminded anew why I love Clear Creek and all that it teaches my children. “Thy Word have I hidden in
my heart so that I might not sin against you…” Learning the Word, seeing their teachers live the
Word, and being encouraged each day to Do the Word. You won’t get that in public schools!”
Angela Taylor, mother
“After now having two children complete their entire elementary education here and other children still
continuing here, that feeling of family has only grown. Clear Creek Christian has provided our family
a true partner in developing character, reinforcing values and a superior education for our children.
Both children who graduated from CCCS have excelled academically, taking advanced classes in
both middle and high school. But of greater importance is the true spiritual development that occurs
while at CCCS.”
Jolene and Lance Bettencourt, parents
“The original reason that we chose to switch to Clear Creek Christian School from public school was
because of the length of the school day. The public school day is just too long in our opinion and
leaves little time for extracurricular activities. We knew that there were a host of other benefits that we
would also gain from the switch. We didn’t realize the ultimate greatness of these “added benefits” at
the time. The Christian teachings that our daughters receive at CCCS have been far reaching for our
family. Our faith has blossomed as a result. The sense of community that we enjoy at Clear Creek
Christian School more than meets our expectations. We also love the opportunities that parents have
to truly be involved in the day-to-day activities of our school. We are absolutely thrilled with our
decision.”
Michelle and Brian Clark, parents

